NZ GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATION (GI)
EXAMINATION CHECKSHEET

Application information (reg 7) and formalities
Box
Reference
Number
1
GI Number:
1004

GI Name:
MARLBOROUGH

2

New Zealand GI
correctly selected
(cf foreign)

☒ Yes

☐

No

3

Goods GI for

☒ Wine

☐

Spirit

4

GI correct?

☒

Yes

☐ No

Comment(s):

5

Applicant/ Agent details
correct
Wine or spirit correctly
stated
Geographical co-ordinates
relate to the place of
geographical origin to
which the GI relates
Description of Conditions
provided

☒

Yes

☐ No

Comment(s):

☒

Yes

☐ No

Comment(s):

☒

Yes

☐ No

Comment(s):

6
7

8

☐ Yes

☐ No

☒

NA

Comment(s):

Additional Information required before Acceptance (reg 8(1))
9

10

Explanation of
characteristic essentially
attributable to the GI
Evidence of characteristic
essentially attributable
to the GI

☒

Yes

☐

No

Comment(s):

☒

Yes

☐

No

Comment(s):

Examination
11

12

13

14

15

GI identical to
registered GI
(s10)
GI identical to
customary
name of
grape variety
(s11 )
GI identical to
common name
for wine or spirit
(s12 )
GI use or
registration
likely to be
offensive
(s13A)
GI identical to
trade mark for
identical goods or
services

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

16

17

18

19

(s14)
GI identical to
trade mark for
similar goods or
services
(s15)
GI similar to
trade mark for
identical goods or
services
(s16)
GI similar to
trade mark for
similar goods or
services
(s17)
Conditions of use
Entered
(s41)

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☒

No

Comment(s):

☒ NA

Comment(s):

☐ Yes

☐No

Reference Searches
20

21

Acsepto searches
saved
to MAKO
Internet searches
saved
to MAKO

☒

☒

☐

No

Comment(s):

Yes ☐

No

Comment(s):

Yes

Evidence
22

Statutory declaration/
affidavit
complies with
s9 of Oaths and Declarations
Act 1957 (for statutory
declarations)
or the High Court Rules
(for affidavits)

☒

Yes

☐

No

Comment(s):
Declarant’s
Occupation is
not contained
in the stat dec
cover sheet.
Form is
not invalid
because of
that
(see s 26
Interpretation
Act)

Quality, reputation or other characteristic
The Applicant should explain and provide evidence of the quality, reputation or other
characteristic of the wine or spirit that is attributable to the GI (reg 8(1)).
The explanation and evidence should show how the specific characteristic(s) of the wine and/or
spirit are linked to features (whether natural or human) within the geographic area.
The below template includes headings that reflect the type of information that IPONZ typically
expects to receive as part of an application (reg 8(2)).

History and background
The quality, reputation and other characteristics of wine or spirits from a particular area will
often be linked to the founding and development of the area for wine or spirit production.
Background may also include a description of the history relating to the word that indicates
the area as a GI.
23

Comment(s): see pages 3-9; esp 3-5
o The History and Background section gives an indication of how the quality,
reputation and other characteristics of wine from the area are linked to
the founding and development of the area for wine production.
o The modern wine industry is still a relative new comer in terms of age (first
vines planted in 1973) but the declarant states that:
 the wine industry has become the lifeblood of the region’s
economy- providing 79% of the New Zealand total wine
production;
 it was Sauvignon Blanc that opened up the UK market for NZ wine
in the ‘80’s, the AU Market in the ‘90’s; and that
 it is Sauvignon Blanc that is currently leading the way in New
Zealand’ largest export market the US;
 Selling at a range of price points in all New Zealand’s major markets
that it is Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc that has led the way for
other styles of wine such as Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Gris
 Wine specific tourism has grown off the back of the wine industry
 In 1986 Ernie Hunter submitted won best non-Chardonnay full dry
white wine in the Sunday Times Vintage festival with his 1985
Marlborough Fume Blanc; and that he won the same award 3 years
in a row
 In 1991 the first contract wine-making was established in
Marlborough
 Many international wine companies are now represented in
Marlborough including: Constellation, Gallo, Pernod Ricard
 The biggest growth in the region came in the 2000’s when grower
and winery numbers doubled
 In 2016 there were 140 wine companies in the Marlborough GI,
534 growers and 1019 individual vineyards



The above information shows the growing reputation in the
Marlborough GI for wine both nationally and internationally

Geographical features in the area
Geographical features may include general topography, elevation, natural features that
provide shelter or that alter wind direction, ridges, valleys, plains, underground waterways
and water tables, proximity to the coast or other bodies of water, slope, aspect and
accessibility.
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Comment(s): see pages 2, 3, 10, 11, 12; See also box 25


Declarant highlights that the geographical features of the area have an effect
on the sensory attributes of the wines



Page 2:



Page 10/11:

Soil composition in the area
Soil composition in the area may include the soil type or types (such as sandy, clay, silt or
loamy soils), and the presence of particular rock (such as gravel, schist or slate). The
characteristics of the soil such as its temperature, pH, drainage, salinity and
nutrient/mineral profile may also be relevant.
25 Comment(s):- see page 3, esp page 11; see box 24


The flat land of the Wairau plains was covered in swamp. The silty residue from
years of the braided rivers crossing the plains has provided soils ideal for grape
growing – page 3
The diverse soils of Marlborough contribute to the sensory characteristics of
the wine- page 11:

Climate in the area
Applicants may like to include relevant climate data from the geographical area such as
rainfall, temperature, prevailing winds and hours of sunshine. Ideally, such evidence should
comprise or be supported by research data from a reputable institution.
26

Comment(s): See pages 2, 3, 12-17


Declarant highlights the effect of the climate on the sensory attributes of the
wines:

Page 2:

Page 12:

Page 13:

Methods of producing wines and spirits
Human factors such as viticulture, winemaking or spirit-making practices may also be
relevant. These factors are likely to be linked closely to natural factors such as steep,
inaccessible terrain which can mean that less mechanisation is feasible. This in turn may
mean that the wines or spirits from that area must be premium goods that are sold at a high
price point in order to be profitable.

27

Comment(s): See Pages 2, 3, 15


Page 2:



Page 3:

Grape Varieties and wine styles- page 15
 Declarant states that the Marlborough GI is renowned for Sauvignon Blanc:
comprising 78% of the GI’s 25,235 producing hectares; Pinot Noir
comprises 11% and the balance across varieties
 In 2017 of 79% of the country’s total harvest approximately 87% of that
production was Sauvignon Blanc
Viticulture and Wine-making – pages 16-17
 Declarant states that with a range of soils, and geology that the
Marlborough GI has a range of physical environments that leads to an
array of differing winemaking and vinicultural practices:



Wine-making may take place outside of the region, which the declarant
states does not detract from the expression of the characteristics typical of
the GI in the resulting wine- page 17



Wines from the Marlborough GI may be made in styles that are lower in
alcohol, including sweet wines and lower alcohol dry wines produces using
permitted viticultural and winemaking practices- page 17

Quality
The qualities of a wine or spirit from a particular area may include its aroma, flavour profile,
sweetness, acidity, tannin, fruit, colour, structure, body, texture and viscosity, alcohol by
volume, cellaring potential, typicity, signature characteristics, and varietals.
28

Comment(s):
Sensory attributes- pages 3, 17-19; see boxes 24-27
 The Declarant’s evidence includes descriptions of the sensory attributes
typically associated with wines from the Marlborough GI. However, as this
information has been provided by a person other than the declarant (namely
Master of Wine Emma Jenkins) and is essentially hearsay, we are placing a
low weighting on this information


That said information about quality attributes of the wines from the GI has
also been provided elsewhere in the submitted evidence – page 3

Reputation
Where relevant, applicants should provide evidence that demonstrates the extent of the
reputation of the wines or spirits from the relevant geographical area. This may include, for
example:







Evidence that wines or spirits are sold and/or promoted by reference to the GI.
Statements from chambers of commerce and industry or other trade and
professional associations that the wine or spirit has a reputation that is essentially
attributable to its origin.
Evidence that the GI influences consumer purchasing decisions.
Evidence of tourism linked specifically to the wines or spirits from the relevant area,
such as vineyard or distillery tours.
Sales figures, export figures and/or market share (may be provided on a confidential
basis).
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Marketing spend (may be provided on a confidential basis) and marketing activities
such as advertising, tastings and other promotional events.
References to the GI in books, articles, blogs, social media, websites and menus from
restaurants and bars.
Evidence of national and international awards won by wines and/or spirits from the
relevant geographical area.
Comment(s):
Evidence relating to reputation - See also box 23
 In terms of the submitted evidence, we are of the view that the evidence of
reputation of the wines from the area to which the GI relates constitutes the
strongest case for accepting the GI.
Premium to ultra-premium market segments- page 3

Export figures- pages 3, 4, 8, 21; Appendix 4
 Significant export figures support the reputation of Sauvignon Blanc from
the Marlborough GI
Page 3:

Page 4:



Significant export figures support the reputation of wines from the
Marlborough GI more broadly

Page 8:

Page 21:

Industry Structure- pages 9 and 10
 Declarant states all 17 New Zealand category 3 wineries (annual sales
exceeding 4,000,000 litres) have a presence within the Marlborough GI
 Nelson Marlborough institute of Technology’s Marlborough Campus offers
one of only four New Zealand available degrees in wine-making and
technology and utilises services of winemaking companies to provide hands
on experience
 Government has provided $12.5 million across 4 years to establish a New
Zealand Winegrower Research Centre in Marlborough
Duration and continuity of use of Marlborough – page 3
 While the wine industry is a relative new comer in terms of age (with the first
vines having been planted in 1973, in the Marlborough region, the declarant
states that it provides 79% of the New Zealand total wine production
Labels showing use of the GI- Appendix 3 and page 21
 Wine labels show use of Marlborough, as a GI, and declarant submits that that
Marlborough has been used consistently on wines emerging from the region since
Montana first released wines in 1976, for example:

Formal Recognition of Marlborough GI – pages 22-23; see also box 30
 Declarant states:

Marketing – pages 21, 22; Appendix 5
 Examples of current marketing of the Marlborough GI such as in respect of
wine trails, NZW annual reports, and pamphlets, magazine articles and
vineyard competitions
Page 22:

References to the Marlborough GI in books and other media- see Appendix 6
Tourism- page 4; 20; Appendix 5
 Wine tourism is an activity that 20% of international tourists participate in
(Page 4)


Declarant states at page 20:

Awards won by wine from the area to which the GI relates- page 20; Appendix 2
 First wine to gain international acclamation was a 1985 Marlborough Fume
Blanc

BOUNDARY
 The boundary is broader that the Marlborough province but the submitted
evidence and OMAR list support the definition of the boundary for the GI (see
also box 30)

Other relevant information:
30

Comment(s):
Boundary of Marlborough GI
We have conducted research into the scope of the Marlborough GI:
The boundary is in line with the Marlborough regional boundary as shown on the
Statistics New Zealand website (and set out below), except for the eastern
boundary which includes the Kaikoura district of Canterbury.
That said, the EU OMAR list for 2009 (on the case file) refers to the Marlborough
GI as including both the Marlborough and Kaikoura districts.

http://www.foodsafety.govt.nz/password-protected/omars/eun/wine/other/part2.pdf

http://www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2006CensusHomePage/Boundary/BoundaryMa
p.aspx?id=1000018&type=region&ParentID=

http://www.localcouncils.govt.nz/lgip.nsf/wpg_url/Profiles-Councils-KaikouraDistrict-Council-Main?OpenDocument

GI’s reputation
 World Wine Trade Group (WWTG)
The list recognises the Marlborough GI
https://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/Notification%20of%20Wine%20Regions%2
04%203(e)%20New%20Zealand.pdf
https://www.trade.gov/td/ocg/protocol.htm



Marlborough is recognised as a GI on the International Organisation for
Wine and Vine’s International Database of Geographical Indications
http://www.oiv.int/en/databases-and-statistics/database?bdd=IG
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Examiner is satisfied that the Applicant has provided
sufficient explanation and
evidence of: the quality, reputation or other
characteristic of the wine or spirit that is essentially
attributable to the GI

☒
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Recommend for Acceptance?

☒

Yes

Yes

This Summary may not explicitly refer to every matter that has been considered by the Examiner

☐

No

☐

No

